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The Commission on the Coastal Environment is one
of 17 Commissions established by the International
Geographical Union during its Congress in Moscow in
August 1976. It developed from the Working Group on
the Dynamics of Shoreline Erosion set up at the
previous Congress in Montreal in 1972, a Working Group
that had accumulated data on world-wide trends of
shoreline change during the past century, presented to
the Moscow Congress in the form of a preliminary report
compiled by Bird (1976). The Commission is working on
five projects, arising out of the experience gained by
the preceding Working Group. The first of these deals
with historical changes on the world's sandy shorelines,
the second with historical changes on marshy shorelines,
including those that are mangrove-fringed, the third
examines the effects of artificial structures on
shoreline features, the fourth is concerned with the
listing of coastal sites of scientific interest, and
the fifth deal8 with instability and management problems
in coastal dune systems. The five projects are running
concurrently, and reports on them will be prepared in
time for the next International Geographical Congress,
to be held in Japan in 1980.

The Commission is organised by a group of six, led
by myself as Chairman and Professor H. J. Walker of
Louisiana State University as Vice-Chairman and
Secretary. The others are Professors A. Guilcher
(University of Western Brittany), T. Machida (University
of Tsukuba), J. Jlorrman (University of Uppsala), and
V. Zenkovich (Academy of Sciences, Georgia, U.S.S.R).
There are over 100 corresponding members representing
coastal sectors, largely on a national and regional
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basis; and 26 of these represent coastal sectors
bordering the Pacific Ocean.

The program is developing partly on a regional
and partly on a topical basis, by means of numerous
symposia to take place between now and 1980. In many
esses, thef-e symposia are associated with the programs
of conferences organised by national and international
associations and societies. The present symposium, to
deal with problems in the Pacific region, was conceived
when we learned that the Coastal Society and the
American Geological Society were to meet here in Seattle.
We shall be holding symposia during the Association of
American Geographers' meeting in New Orleans next April,
and during the International Geographical Union's
Regional Conference in Lagos next July, and we expect
to have held about a dozen such meetings before the
1980 Congress meets in Japan. Some of these meetings
will deal with one or other of our five projects in
detail; others will consider the whole program in a
regional context. Today's symposium seeks to illustrate
work related to each of the five projects in selected
Pacific coast and island environments, and to promote
discussion on our developing program in this part of
the world. In introducing the symposium, I shall
describe briefly each of the five projects, and take
some illustrations from the Pacific sector of the
Australian coastline.

PROJECT 1 - CHANGES ON SANDY SHORELINES
This project continues nart of the work initiated

by the Working Group on the Dynamics of Shoreline
Erosion in 1972-76. That Group compiled data which
showed that most of the world's sandy shorelines have
been in retreat during the past century. Some have
shown alternations of advance and retreat, but as a
rule there has been more retreat than advance over this
period. The relatively restricted sectors that advanced
(prograded) during the past century include nortions of
growing spits and cuspate forelands, parts of deltas
and coasts near river mouths still receiving substantial
amounts of fluvial sediment, areas where land uplift is
in progress, leading to coastal emergence, and sites
where sand is still being received from sea floor
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sources, notably where wave action is reworking
submerged glacial drift deposits. In addition, there
are sectors that have prograded as a result of coastal
engineering works, especially where jetties or break
waters have been built on shorelines where longshore
drifting has led to a build-up of sand adjacent to
these artificial structures. Elsewhere, erosion has
been dominant, even on the shorelines of Holocene
barrier systems that are known to have prograded
seaward in the period since the last major marine
transgression brought the sea to approximately its
present level, about 6000 years ago.

Some information has been obtained on rates of
sandy shoreline recession. In many sectors it has
averaged only a metre or so per year; more than 10
metres a year is exceptionally rapid on the world
scale, the most rapid retreat being measured on such
sectors as the sandy shoreline of the Nile delta,
which has recently been retreating at up to 40 metres
per year.

Within the Pacific region, the Commission hopes
to obtain more detailed information on sandy shoreline
changes, particularly in Central and South America,
Southeast Asia, and the Soviet Union. So far, the
most thorough studies are those from Japan (Koike 1974)
and New Zealand (McLean 1976) and the summary of United
States data by Shepard and Wanless (1971).

The east coast of Australia consists of a long
succession of sandy beaches, separated by rocky
headlands and limited cliffed sectors. South of
Praser Island these are subject to relatively high
wave energy from ocean swell and storm waves generated
in coastal waters; to the north the Great Barrier Reef
largely excludes ocean swell, and beaches are subject
to low to moderate wave energy from the effects of
south-easterly trade winds in coastal waters, augmented
occasionally by the more drastic effects of storm surges
generated by tropical cyclones.

South from Sydney, the beach sands have been
supplied mainly from the sea floor, with only small
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contributions from cliff erosion, and fluvial yield
restricted to the vicinity of four larger river mouths,
those of the Shoalhaven, Moruya, Bega and Towamba
Rivers. Other rivers drain into estuarine lagoons, at
the mouths of.which marine sand has been washed in from
the sea to form sandy thresholds (Bird 1967). The
larger rivers north of Sydney have made a more
substantial contribution to sand deposition in coastal
embayments, but the massive sand islands (Stradbroke,
Moreton and Fraser) in south-east Queensland are remote
from river mouths and consist laregly of sand derived
from the sea floor through Quaternary times. Farther
north, in the lee of the Great Barrier Reef, there are
sectors of sandy shoreline directly nourished by
sediment supplied by rivers, for example the Burdekin,
which has built a large delta south of Townsville.

As Thorn (1974) has demonstrated, erosion has
lately been dominant on the sandy shorelines of the
Pacific coast of Australia. It is difficult to find
sectors that have prograded during the past century.
There are local examples near the mouths of major
rivers, as on Seven Mile Beach adjacent to the mouth
of the Shoalhaven and on parts of the deltaic shore
lines on the North Queensland coast; and in some
places there has been accretion alongside harbour
structures, as at Lakes Entrance in Victoria, Tweed
Heads in New South Wales, and Mackay in Queensland.
The most likely explanation is that sand supply from
the sea floor, which prograded these sandy shorelines
earlier in Holocene times, has now diminished to such
an extent that losses from beach systems (to backshore
dunes and into estuary thresholds) can no longer be
made good, except in the vicinity of the mouths of
sand-yielding rivers. However, there may also have
been losses from beaches seaward to the nearshore
zone and beyond, perhaps in response to a slight rise
in sea level or an increase in storminess in recent
decades.

On steep coasts, common around Japan (Koike 1974)
and New Zealand (McLean 1976), fluvial sediment yields
have been sufficient to maintain or prograde many
beach sectors during the past century, but erosion is
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a widespread phenomenon on beaches remote from such
nourishment. Probably this conclusion is applicable
to Pacific coasts generally, but much more detailed
information is required to give a reliable picture of
sandy shoreline changes around the Pacific Ocean, and
the Commission on the Coastal Environment will be
glad to receive further reports from people who have
studied particular coastal sectors.

PROJECT 2 - CHANGES ON MARSHY SHORELINES
The distribution of salt marsh and mangrove coasts

is much more scattered than that of sandy shorelines,
but very few have been studied in detail. Reports to
the Working Group on the Dynamics of Shoreline Erosion
referred to the prevalence, notably in parts of Western
Europe, of erosion at the seaward margins of salt
marshes. It is acknowledged that within estuaries and
embayments there is commonly an intricate pattern of
erosion and deposition at the seaward margins of salt
marshes, some sectors being cliffed while others show
the seaward spread of halophytic vegetation, usually
on to tidal mudflats. Estuaries or embayments that
are in receipt of abundant fine-grained sediment would
be expected to show a general advance of the seaward
margins of salt marshes; those that are receiving
little sediment might show a balance between erosion
of some sectors and accretion on others; but a
prevalence of erosion requires further explanation,
since it implies a net loss of sediment from salt
marsh systems.

In eastern Australia, such salt marshes occur
in estuarine inlets in Tasmania, where reconnaissance
studies suggest that seaward advance under present
conditions is limited and localised. In the Tamar
estuary, as in Anderson's Inlet in Victoria, the
situation has been complicated by the introduction
of vigorous hybrids of Spartina grass, which have
promoted the building upward and outward of young
depositions!, marshland terraces. On the Australian
mainland, the seaward margins of salt marshes are
generally occupied by mangroves, which increase in
vigour of growth, size, and species variety north
ward along the east coast to the luxuriance of
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mangrove swamps in North Queensland. There have been
fluctuations in the extent of mangroves around
Westernport Bay, in Victoria, during the past century,
partly as a consequence of man's impact, both direct
(clearing, burning) and indirect (freshwater and scour
from hinterland drainage schemes), and partly as the
result of environmental stress (frosts, storm damage),
the mangroves being close to their ecological limits
(Bird and Barson 1975). On the other hand, in the
accreting environment of Cairns Bay, in north Queensland,
mangroves have shown a marked seaward advance in recent
decades (Bird 1972).

Studies on the dynamic physiography of salt marsh
and mangrove coasts have been initiated in several
places around the Pacific, but much more work is
needed, especially from geomorphologists or coastal
geologists co-operating with plant ecologists.

PROJECT 3 - EFFECTS OF ARTIFICIAL STRUCTURES
Reports to the Working Group on the Dynamics of

Shoreline Erosion included many references to changes
that had taken place at or near man-made structures
such as sea walls, groynes, breakwaters and harbour
jetties. Some of these have been documented by
geomorphologists and engineers (Komar 1976), but many
have received little attention, and the Commission on
the Coastal Environment seeks to compile an up-to-date
series of case histories.

In many cases, longshore drifting of beach material
has been intercepted by a protruding structure to pro-
grade the shoreline, and accelerated erosion has ensued
down-drift. In eastern Australia the accretion of
northward-drifting sand at Tweed Heads since stone
jetties were built to stabilise and protect a river
mouth has been followed by severe erosion of the resort
beach at Coolangatta, to the north. On the other hand,
protruding stone jetties at Lakes Entrance, in Victoria,
have acquired depositional sandy forelands, representing
local accretion on a sector of the Ninety Mile Beach,
the rest of which is a receding shoreline.

Construction of sea walls as a means of halting
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shoreline erosion is commonly followed by depletion
of the adjacent beach as a result of reflection of
storm waves. In Australia, techniques of artificial
re-nourishment of depleted beaches have recently
been introduced, based on engineering experience in
the United States, Britain and elsewhere. In some
cases sandy sediment has been dredged or pumped from
the sea floor and piped in to the shore; in others the
sand has been taken from estuarine environments; and in
a few instances it has been trucked to the coast from
inland quarries. Some of these projects have been
successful; others have failed. Case studies, based
on an awareness of geomorphological factors, could be
of much value to coastal planners, and the Commission
on the Coastal Environment is seeking documented
information of this kind.

PROJECT 4 - COASTAL SITES OF SCIENTIFIC INTEREST
In some countries, coastal sites of geological,

geomorphological, biological, or archaeological
interest have been well documented, and many of them
are now incorporated within reserves of various kinds,
under management designed to maintain their scientific
value. But on many sectors of coast this information
is scanty, and it is necessary to locate and map such
sites as a prelude to their detailed study and, where
possible, conservation. A number of national and
international organisations are interested in such work,
and projects are active under the auspices of the
International Union for the Conservation of Nature, of
U.N.E.S.C.O's Man and Biosphere program, and of various
national and local groups. The Commission on the
Coastal Environment believes that ita members can make
an important contribution to the perception and
delimitation of coastal sites of scientific interest.

In Australia, such an inventory has been made on
the coast of the state of Victoria, where sites of
geological, geomorphological, botanical, zoological,
and archaeological interest have been listed and
mapped on behalf of the state's Town and Country
Planning Board. Some 160 sites were recorded on a
2000 kilometre coastline (Bird 1977), about half of
them in existing reserves. Further reserves are
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planned, and the Town and Country Planning Board has
a policy of protecting scientific sites from develop
ment projects that would diminish or destroy their
interest and significance.

Similar projects are in progress elsewhere in
Australia, and it is hoped that they can be extended
to sectors of Pacific coast and islands where such
information is not yet available.

PROJBCT 5 - COASTAL DUNE SYSTEMS
Reports to the Working Group on the Dynamics of

Shoreline Erosion included several references to land-
form changes in progress in coastal dune areas,
extending inland from shorelines. In some cases these
accompanied shoreline changes; in others there was no
direct relationship.

Major dune systems are associated with several
sectors of the Pacific coastline, including Australia's
eastern seaboard, where the long sandy beaches are
commonly backed by extensive dune areas, in part stable
beneath a vegetation mantle, but in some sectors active
and mobile. Some of the dunes are arranged in
successive ridges parallel to the present shoreline,
and are the outcome of intermittent progradation of the
sandy coast. Others have moved inland, often as
transverse ridges of elongated parabolic form, their
axes aligned with onshore wind resultants.

The Pacific coast of Australia is a region of
relatively large and regular rainfall, reaching a
maximum in the humid tropical sector of North Queens
land between Townsville and Cooktown, and dunes are
generally well vegetated, with a cover of scrub or
woodland. Nevertheless, there are areas of active
sand movement, including blowouts initiated behind
receding sandy shorelines and patchy mobile dunes
farther inland. Since the climate is suitable for
vegetation growth on dunes, it is thought that much
of the instability is due to man's interference, a
prehistoric aboriginal impact (mainly by the agency of
fire) producing the active dunes recorded by the
explorers, Cook in 1770 and Flinders in 1802, and a
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more substantial European impact (by grazing as well as
fire) subsequently (Bird 1974). In recent decades this
impact has been augmented by the effects of open-cast
mining to extract heavy minerals, notably rutile, from
the dune sands.

This 'sand mining* has proceeded extensively along
the coast, particularly in the sector from Sydney north
to Fraser Island. It requires the clearance of the
vegetation and the migration of a floating dredge
through the dune system, sluicing the sand and removing
the heavy mineral fraction. It leaves in its wake a
devastated landscape, within parts of which dunes have
remained unvegetated, and have become mobile. In
recent years there has been strong opposition from
environmental groups to this procedure, resulting in
restrictions on the activities of sand mining companies,
and indeed the cessation of such mining on Fraser
Island, which is a major wilderness area, with such
features as rain forest growing on dune sand and a fine
series of perched freshwater lakes amid the dune
topography. Areas that have already been mined have
been changed geomorphologically and ecologically: even
where vegetation has revived, it is often quite unlike
the natural communities that previously occupied the
dune terrain. Areas where mining may still proceed
carry requirements on the standards of topographic and
ecological restoration to be achieved at the expense of
the mining companies.

Elsewhere, coastal dune systems are being subjected
to management procedures usually designed to achieve
and maintain stability. This may not always be
desirable: a migrating dune system can be a feature of
geomorphological interest, with an associated dynamic
ecology. The broad question of how coastal dune systems
should be managed requires much more background on their
geomorphology and ecology, and the effects of man's
impact. The Commission on the Coastal Environment seeks
to compile such background with reference to selected
coastal dune systems, and will welcome contributions
from people who have worked on coastal dunes around
the Pacific.
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CONCLUSION

It will be seen that the Commission on the Coastal
Environment already has an ambitious program. Never
theless, it also constitutes an international forum for
the discussion of problems and the promotion of
research projects, as well as the facilitating of
contacts between research workers, particularly by way
of its symposia. Suggestions for additional projects
in the Pacific region will be welcomed by the
Commission.
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